SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT
E85

BIODIESEL

COLD WEATHER

Leading Manufacturer of fuel dispensing equipment
that is specifically designed for E85 fuel. E85 is
clean, environmentally friendly fuel that is a blend
of 85% ethanol and 15% unleaded gas. This blend
of fuel reduces harmful hydrocarbon and greenhouse
gas emissions and is rapidly becoming the alternative
fuel in the petroleum industry.

We have developed fueling equipment for aggressive
blends of BioDiesel fuels. Standard fueling equipment
can be vulnerable to higher concentrations of Methyl
Oleate, so Catlow has incorporated more resilient elastomers giving us the ability to warranty its reliability.

Our proven fueling product line and incorporated special
features to adapt to extreme cold operating temperatures.
NOZZLES
SWIVELS
BREAKAWAYS
Engineered for cold weather service
Proven reliable at -40 degrees.

ACCESSORIES & PARTS
COVERS

WHIP HOSES

SPLASH SHIELDS

ECD KITS

REPAIR KITS

AND MORE...

SPOUT ASSEMBLIES

Call Our Customer Service Team For More Details
www.catlow.com

Sign up for our Catlow E-Updates
2750 US RT 40 | Tipp City, Ohio 45371 USA | Phone (800) 222-8569 | Fax (855) 324 3998| Email catlowcustomerservice@gilbarco.com

Customers are welcome to log into our email request box
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Catlow Hanging Hardare Product Line
Delivering Superior Value

ASSEMBLIES
Customized bundling with dispenser
Fewer touches and logistics = cost savings

			Save

on Shipping 			
Save labor on assembling

			

No need to source with separate providers

Save on inventory management

			

STANDARD & HIGH FLOW DISPENSING EQUIPMENT

VAPOR REC / VAC ASSIST
DISPENSING EQUIPMENT

ELITE

MAX 1’’

Vac Assist CAMTWIST

The ELITE automatic shutoff, 3/4” inlet nozzle is designed for retail and commercial fueling sites. Available
both self-serve and pressure -sensitive (no pressure, no
flow) models. The ELITE features a user friendly “onehand” hold-open latch.

The MAX 1 automatic shutoff, 1’’ inlet high flow

We have taken our proven CAMTWIST magnetic
breakaway and designed this breakaway for vapor
recovery applications. With our CAMTWIST magnetic
breakaway, aligning and reconnecting is easy. Align
the two halves together, while pushing the unit back
together. It is that easy!

Application: Auto Gas & Auto Diesel

diesel nozzle is designed to meet the rugged
demand of the commercial industry. Available in both
self-serve and pressure -sensitive (no pressure, no
flow) models. The MAX 1’’ features a user friendly
“one-hand” hold-open latch.
Application: Truck Diesel

Factory pre-assembled
Ease of making one connection into the outlet casting of the dispenser upon startup

Prevent accident due to installation error
Sold as a bundle with Dispenser to ensure compatibility
Pressure and Leak tested to avoid leaking

		over

5% saving with reduced failure rate

Catlow products are supported with world class customer service with 40
years of industry experience, making Catlow the best choice for your
hanging hardware assembly needs

Full and Lower Cat-tail

CAMTWIST Breakaway

TWISTER Swivel

Vac Assist Nozzle

Powerful magnets make our CAMTWIST Breakaways
UNIQUE! Engineered with precise pull force to separate
and easily reconnect. Patented technology allows the
breakaway to be twisted apart for on-site maintenance
& inspection which eliminates the need for a “removeby” date. Available in sizes of 3/4”, 1’’, and M34
(vac assist) thread.

The TWISTER swivel raises the level of swivel
flexibility with two 360 degree rotating planes.
Designed with special seals protecting this heavy duty
swivel from extreme cold weather conditions and
blended fuels. Available in 3/4” & 1”.

The ICVN (Inverted Catlow Vac Assist Nozzle) is a Stage II
Vac-Assist Vapor Recovery nozzle. It is approved to meet CARB
& EPA regulation for air quality. Its lightweight design yet rugged
reinforced spout tip make the ICVN a smart reliable choice for
retail fueling in Vapor Recovery mandated areas.

Assemblies Available

Bundled

with Gilbarco Dispenser

Application: Auto Gas & Diesel, Truck Diesel

Application: Auto Gas & Diesel, Truck Diesel & Vac Assist

CONTROLLER II Combo

STRAIGHT Swivel

The Swivel-Magnetic breakaway is a combo unit

The STRAIGHT SWIVEL eliminates kinking and
twisting of the hose, adding flexibility to the nozzle
while dispensing fuel. Available in 3/4”, 1” &
1-1/2”.

composed of our signature CAMTWIST with proven
Magnetic Technology, and a swivel added on top
for additional flexibility. It connects directly to the
fuel nozzle, eliminating the need for a whip hose
assembly. Available in 3/4” & 1”.

Application: Auto Gas & Diesel, Truck Diesel

Application: Auto Gas & Diesel, Truck Diesel
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CAT-TAIL Assemblies

